Iterative methods for solving discrete optimal control problems are constructed and investigated. These discrete problems arise when approximating by finite difference method or by finite element method the optimal control problems which contain a linear elliptic boundary value problem as a state equation, control in the righthand side of the equation or in the boundary conditions, and point-wise constraints for both state and control functions. The convergence of the constructed iterative methods is proved, the implementation problems are discussed, and the numerical comparison of the methods is executed.
Sample Examples of the State and Control Constrained Optimal Control Problems
We give two sample examples of the elliptic optimal control problems. The corresponding existence theory, methods of the approximation and more examples can be found, e.g., in 
and the objective functional of the form
utward normal, Here n is the unit vector of o and
Let the constraints for y and u 
Finite Element Approximation of the Optimal Control Problem
e appr imation of the problems (4) and (6) by a finite element method (cf. [3] e . Construct the finite element spaces which consist of the continuous functions, piecewise linear on the triangles ( 1 P -elements) and piecewise bilinear on the rectangles ( 1 Q -elements), and satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions. The integrals over domains and curves we approximate by the composed quadrature formulaes using the simplest 3-points quadrature formulaes for the triangle elements i e and 4-points formulaes for the rectangle elements i e . Note, that such kind of the approximation of a 2nd order elliptic equation in the case of rectangular  and rectangular elements i e coincides with a finite difference approximation of this equation.
We apply the described above approximation procedure for the sample optimal control problems and obtain the mesh optimal control problems which are the finite dimensional problems for the vectors of nodal values 1 of the corresponding mesh functions. Namely, the approximations of the state problems (1) and (5) 
, ,where ,
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 Below we list the main prope functions in problem (7) which are used for its theoretical investigation and proving the convergence c sponding iterative methods:
Minimization problem (7) es and the e when apof the optimal control problems which contain a linear boundary value problem as a state equation, control in the right-hand side of the equation or in the boundary conditions, and point-wise constraints for both state and control functions.
Introduce Lagrange function for problem (7):
y u  satisfies the saddle point problem 
is fulfilled then saddle point problem (9) has a nonempty set of solutions   , , y u  . (9) is only positive semidefinite. This vents the us pre age of the dual iterative methods (such as Uzawa method) for solving (9) . We transform this saddle oblem to an equi nite matrix by using the last equation in system (9). Consider t point pr valent one with a positive defiwo equivalent to (9) saddle point problems: 
Transformations of the Primal Saddle Point Problem and Preconditioned Uzawa
The choice of the preconditioners is based on the properties of the matrices in problems (10) and (11) (s corresponding theory in [4] ).
Lemma 2 The iterative methods (12) and ( nd order. This is m oblem than solution of a linear system, but the numerical tests demonstrates the preference of method (13) icular cases. The methods of solving the qualities can be found in the books [5] [6] [7] .
Block SOR-Method for the Problem with Penalization of the State Equation
Let D be a symmetric and positive matrix while > 0  be a regularization parameter. Consider the following regularization of problem (7) 
with a constant c independent on  and on mesh size.
Problem (14) is equivalent to the following system of the inclusions:
with a positive definite and symmetric matrix. Different iterative methods can be used for solving problem (14) or equivalent problem (16) (see, e.g., [5, 6] and the bibliog- . The implementation of (17) depends on the choice of the matri
with know  n k . For the model problems under
 of the first inclusion has diagonal form, so, its solution reduces the pr on the set ojection ad . Further, the matrix in the second inclusion is spectrally equivalent to matrix
Here stab c of th is a constant in the stability estim solution e state equation and it is independent on e stationary ate for a mesh step. Th one-step iterative method with preconditioner u M converges with the rate of convergence proportional to  (a end on mesh nd doesn't dep step), a entation reduces to the projection on ain control) the second inclusion in (1 be transformed to a system of nonlinear equations n inclusion wit -agonal operator. Namely, let . Then th liary nd its implem the set ad U . In the particular case when S is the unit matrix (which corresponds to the distributed in the dom 
Numerical Example
We solved the optimal control problem wit he following state problem and constraints:  ollowing saddle point problem (particular case of (9)):
Finite difference approximation of this optimal control problem on the uniform grid leads to a minimization problem of the form (7) To apply Uzawa method we used the equivalent transformation similar to (11) with parameter 1 r  (satisfying the assumptions of theorem 1):
.
This system was solved by Uzawa method with preconditioner L which is now spectrally equivalent to
. We also s ed the mesh optimal control problem by olv A number of calculatio ere ate and control constrained optimal con rol problems on the different me es. All of them demonstrated the pref- 
